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satellite to search 12 Galactic globular clusters for cold dustg
ithi W f d l id f h i t l t d t If RGB colored image of NGC 1261 (4um 15um 90um)Fig 1within. We found no clear evidence of such intracluster dust. If RGB colored image of NGC 1261 (4um, 15um, 90um).
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enrichment within globular clusters Since the major contributor shifts between 0.03 and 0.13 [4,5].enrichment within globular clusters. Since the major contributor
to such enrichment is expected to be AGB stars more massiveto such enrichment is expected to be AGB stars more massive
h h h l l b l lthan those present in the current Galactic globular clusters, it isthan those present in the current Galactic globular clusters, it is
i t ti t i ti t t ll l t i thinteresting to investigate younger stellar clusters in theg g y g
Magellanic Clouds Far infrared data for the Magellanic clustersMagellanic Clouds. Far‐infrared data for the Magellanic clusters
are available from the surveys of Spitzer Space Telescope and Fig. 2are available from the surveys of Spitzer Space Telescope and Fig. 2

AKARI satellite We present preliminary analysis of the Examples of the SEDs of far‐IR point sources around NGC 1261. AKARI satellite. We present preliminary analysis of the p p

Spitzer/MIPS data for 10 LMC clusters with intermediate ages 3 The im act chemical e l tiSpitzer/MIPS data for 10 LMC clusters with intermediate ages, 3 The impact on chemical evolution
108‐1010 yr.

3. The impact on chemical evolution
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4 Objects and their Spitzer data 5 Examples of the investigated images4. Objects and their Spitzer data 5. Examples of the investigated imagesj p 5. Examples of the investigated images

W l d i i l f h li i M k & Gil [6]We selected interim-age clusters from the lists in Mackey & Gilmore[6]g y
and van Loon et al [7] under the conditions: 108 < Age[yr] < 109 yr andand van Loon et al.[7] under the conditions: 108 < Age[yr] < 109 yr and
Mass > 105 Msun Amongst such 14 clusters the Spitzer/MIPS data areMass > 10 Msun. Amongst such 14 clusters, the Spitzer/MIPS data are

il bl f 10 (T bl 1) Th i l i i di d i Fi 3 Thavailable for 10 (Table 1). Their locations are indicated in Figure 3. The( ) g
MIPS data were obtained for the SAGE project (Meixner et al [8]) Fig 4 Fi 6MIPS data were obtained for the SAGE project (Meixner et al. [8]). Fig. 4 Fig. 6g

Table 1 List of the clusters we studied. They are grouped by eye inspection intoTable 1 List of the clusters we studied. They are grouped by eye inspection into 
A C f ll di t th f f IR f llA—C as follows according to the appearance of far‐IR map as follows:
A—No significant emission was found around the cluster,A No significant emission was found around the cluster,
B The large scale interstellar d st has a strong effect in the fieldB—The large‐scale interstellar dust has a strong effect in the field,
C—There is a mass‐losing star which is also bright in 70 μm.C There is a mass losing star which is also bright in 70 μm.

Fig 7Fig 5
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Fig. 7Fig. 5

6 A di it di f t f l i ?
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6. A serendipitous discovery of compact group of galaxies?NGC1651 9.30 5.24 A NGC1978 9.39 5.2 A 6. p y p g p gNGC1651 9.30 5.24 A NGC1978 9.39 5.2 A

A pec liar object(s) as fo nd d ring o r research The so rce has threeNGC1718 9.30 5.10 B NGC2031 8.20 5.13 A A peculiar object(s) was found during our research. The source has three
NGC1783 9 48 5 5 B NGC2121 9 51 5 69 A separated cores and surrounding diffuse emission (Fig. 8). The SED between 3.6NGC1783 9.48 5.5 B NGC2121 9.51 5.69 A separated cores and surrounding diffuse emission (Fig. 8). The SED between 3.6

and 70 μm suggests that it is a group of background galaxiesNGC1852 9 48 5 0 C Hodge 4 9 34 5 39 A and 70 μm suggests that it is a group of background galaxies.NGC1852 9.48 5.0 C Hodge 4 9.34 5.39 A
NGC1856 8.12 6.51 B SL 663 9.51 5.23 ANGC1856 8.12 6.51 B SL 663 9.51 5.23 A

Fig 8Fig. 8 Multi‐wavelength images of a candidate group of galaxiesMulti wavelength images of a candidate group of galaxies. 
Th b i ht t k i i di t d b llThe brightest peak is indicated by a yellow cross.
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We investigated far IR images of intermediate age clusters in the LMCWe investigated far‐IR images of intermediate‐age clusters in the LMC
with the Spitzer archival data. For the clusters projected toward thewith the Spitzer archival data. For the clusters projected toward the
l l i t t ll di it i t t t t th i t l tlarge‐scale interstellar medium, it is not easy to extract the intraclusterg y
dust if any exists For many clusters with quiet background we did notFig 3 dust if any exists. For many clusters with quiet background, we did notFig. 3
find prominent emission of the intracluster dust.RGB‐colored IRAS map of the LMC (25 μm, 60 μm, 100 μm). find prominent emission of the intracluster dust.RGB colored IRAS map of the LMC (25 μm, 60 μm, 100 μm). 

The clusters we studied are indicated by red circlesThe clusters we studied are indicated by red circles.


